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The Resilient US Consumer
The US consumer has shown their resilience time and time again. US gross domestic
product (GDP) can be broken into three primary sources – personal consumption
(~60%), business investment (~20%) and government spending (~20%). If it weren’t
for the consumer in the first half of the year, US GDP growth would have ground to a
halt as business investment and government spending contracted in the period. As
we’re entering the all-important holiday shopping season, we take a look at the
health of the US consumer.
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Despite recent weakness across many names in the restaurant space, the
segment reported the strongest Y/Y sales growth of all retailers (+7.5%). We
attribute this growth to both larger overall discretionary income and the
growing trend of consumers (especially millennials) to prioritize “personal
experiences” over material goods.

While core retail numbers were disappointing, growth indicators across several
segments were encouraging after a relatively soft summer. Overall, while risks
remain in the space, we feel a relatively healthy consumer, coupled with leaner
retailers, allow for greater stability and growth opportunities heading into 2017.
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Chart of the Week: US Personal Consumption vs. Consumer Confidence
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US consumer confidence has been on an upward trajectory since the 2009
recovery and remains strong. This has been helped by, 1) unemployment
rates at nine-year lows and 2) greater discretionary income from lower oil
prices. Momentum in consumer confidence has helped propel growth in the
home improvement space. Two segments that have directly benefitted are
the building materials and furniture retailers.
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US retail sales in September were in line with expectations growing 0.6%
M/M. Monthly core retail sales grew 0.1%, below estimates of 0.4%. Growth
came from non-core segments with building materials, furniture and
restaurants growing 1.4%, 1.1% and 0.8%, respectively.
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September Sales
Retail sales in September were in line with expectations growing 0.6% M/M. Monthly
core retail sales (excluding gas, building materials, autos and food) grew 0.1%, below
estimates of 0.4%. Growth came from non-core segments with building materials,
furniture and restaurants growing 1.4%, 1.1% and 0.8%, respectively. On a Y/Y basis,
all three segments demonstrated strong performance with growth at +6.2%, +3.5%
and +7.5%, respectively. Department stores, however, continued to pose a drag on
retail numbers, declining 0.7% M/M and 5.4% Y/Y, setting a low bar heading into the
fall season. We provide a breakdown of the segments below, along with our view on
the state of the consumer.
The Consumer
US consumer confidence has been on an upward trajectory since the 2009 recovery
and remains strong. This has been helped by, 1) unemployment rates at nine-year
lows and 2) greater discretionary income from lower oil prices. During the recession,
consumers initially deleveraged their balance sheets in lieu of material spending,
which corresponds to the decline in consumer confidence during the 2008-2010
period (see chart on front page). As the outlook for the economy improved,
consumption similarly gained traction. Recently, with lower unemployment and
higher discretionary incomes, consumers have ramped up purchases of larger-ticket
items and reinvest in home improvement projects that were previously shelved.
Combined, these indicators paint the picture of a relatively healthy consumer
market.
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September Retail Sales Growth by Segment (M/M)
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September Retail Sales Growth by Segment (Y/Y)
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Segment Performance
September’s monthly sales growth echoes trends we have observed Y/Y, with gains
in the home improvement and food sectors and declines in the department stores
group (please see M/M and Y/Y sales charts on the right).
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As previously mentioned, momentum in consumer confidence has helped propel
growth in the home improvement space. Two segments that have directly benefitted
are the building materials and furniture retailers. Thanks to accommodating weather
conditions in Q1 (resulting in earlier-than-expected demand for outdoor projects),
the building materials segment had a strong start to 2016. While the top line
retreated somewhat in Q2 for market leaders Lowe’s (LOW-US) and Home Depot
(HD-US), both are expected to post improved results in H216 as revenue becomes
less exposed to weather variability (projects move indoors). The share price pullback
for both companies has resulted in attractive valuations with the P/E multiples
resting below their five year averages.
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Despite recent weakness across many names in the restaurant space, the segment
reported the strongest Y/Y sales growth of all retailers (+7.5%). We attribute this
growth to both larger overall discretionary income and the growing trend of
consumers (especially millennials) to prioritize “personal experiences” over material
goods (as evidenced by lower apparel sales in late 2015 and early 2016). To that end,
many restaurants are providing healthier alternatives in a “fast-casual” setting in an
attempt to position their restaurants as destinations. Panera Bread (PNRA-US), for
example, has gone one step further by integrating technology into the ordering
process in an effort to attract digitally savvy, health conscious millennials. Similar to
the pullback in Lowe’s and Home Depot, Panera’s valuation has also become
increasingly attractive, trading in line with its five year average P/E.
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On the other end of the spectrum lies the department store group, which has been
punished over the past year. An unusually warm winter earlier in the year was the
main culprit for lower sales, resulting in an inventory buildup across the space. This
was further compounded by lower tourism due to a high US$ and elevated terrorism
threats. Finally, the growing footprint of online retailing continues to pressure
traditional bricks-and-mortar retailers. Department stores that have prevailed have
proactively changed their business model through the adoption of a strong online
presence, omni-channel offerings and geographic diversity, such as Canadian retailer
Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC-T).
While online retail is not a stand-alone segment, we highlight its emergence and
growth in the space. Online sales have grown at an average of 15.0% each year for
the past ten years and currently represent 8.1% of total US retail sales, up from 3.1%
in 2006. Online juggernaut Amazon (AMZN-US) has altered the retail landscape,
eating-up market share and forcing bricks-and-mortar retailers to change their
business models to incorporate online options or risk obsolescence.
Looking forward, while core retail numbers were disappointing, growth indicators
across several segments were encouraging after a relatively soft summer. As for the
consumer, ongoing improvements in the labour market should provide a positive
boost to retail sales and in turn, the overall economy, where Q3 US GDP growth
expectations are currently running at 2.7%. Overall, while risks remain in the space
(i.e. another record-warm winter, rising US$ and oil prices), we feel a relatively
healthy consumer coupled with leaner retailers allow for greater stability and growth
opportunities heading into 2017.
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